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Twenty-four Hours in Trevelez
Lindsay Griffin

'~danana', He shrugged his shoulders,
'Ocho :\1anana', This time he held 8 fingers in the air and looked at them

quizzically, as if to check that he was indeed holding up the correct number.
I groaned, It was 9,30 on a very hot April morning and the next bus was

obviously not going to leave for nearly 24 hours, Ne\'er mind, I thought, as I
purchased some bread and pate - the former only arriving after a diligent search
under the kitchen sink of this small and obviously unfrequented cafe- I'll hitch'
I sat in the plaza where I had a full view of the long valley to the south and the
winding road that reached and passed through Trevelez, I spread some pate, and
listened for that distant sound of internal combustion,

lOam, The quiet continued unbroken, A dog lay sleeping in the middle of the
road, and opposite, a village elder sat smoking a long Spanish cigar, his hat
shading his eyes from the increasing glare of the sun,

11 am, The tourist brochure: 'Trevelez, the highest town in Spain, lies on the
south side of the Sierra Ne\'ada with an aspect commanding to the north the
snows of the highest mountain in Spain and towards the south the foothills and
deep \'alleys, commonly referred to as the Alpujarras, beyond which lies the deep
blue of the Mediterranean, It is only in the last ten years that a motorable road
has penetrated this remotely beautiful and primiti\'e corner',

By 10,30 I was amazed that they had bothered, Not even the dog had stirred
confirming my suspicions that it felt in no danger of being run over, Even the
church clock failed to move,

I began my solitary crossing of the Sierra Nevada by taking a bus to the
roadhead at Monachil - a typically quaint Spanish village a few kilometres
south-west of Granada, It was a dismal and overcast morning as I walked along
the muddy mule track through wet fields of drooping crops, reflecting that this
was noted for being one of the sunniest corners of Europe, Information is hard to
come by in Britain and the best map I could purchase in Granada showed a good
track through the Los Cahorros gorge of the Tio Monachil. Nowhere has seemed
more reminiscent of the walk-ins through the Himalayan foothills, albeit on a
smaller scale, Stepped valleys with odd buildings dotted here and there- mostly
in good condition and mostly totally unused - the path clinging to the steep sides
of the impressive canyon, At one point a temporary disappearance necessitated
IOm of interesting scrambling across a smooth limestone slab; at another, the
track so undercut the rock that it was easier for people ofmy height to drop down
and progress on hands and knees,

I had been enjoying this for a few hours when suddenly the path SLOpped dead
and a large waterpipe towered \'ertically up the cliffin front for 30m; the purpose
of my highway now seemed blatantly obvious, I thought I heard the waterpipe
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chuckle, sounding my retreat. Well, what to do? Being British, and noting the
time to be shortly after eleyenses, I sat down for a munch and a smoke. While
contemplating the ground at my feet, my drifting eyes caught a glimpse of the
faintest path in the depths of the gorge. Closer inspection and a slightly
improbable move down m'er steep rock and gorse led to scrambling and the
bubbling bed of the canyon.

Later came a disused watermill, and a steep track leading out of the gorge and
up. Zig and zag and zig. Above; the top ofCerrajon, a small peak with a rocky
crest on the fringe of the main massif. [ mm'ed on upwards, through limestone
country at its worst; loose scree and knobbly boulders; tortuous, scratching gorse
and thorn. I reached the summit by an interesting scramble, slightly dis
appointed to find the other side to be an enormous grassy plateau, inJ:1abited by a
few dozen head ofsheep. The high snowy peaks ofM ulhacen and Veleta were lost
in cloud. I bade a quick 'buenos dias' to the first pair ofstartled horns and headed
off towards the new motor road which connects Granada with the ultra-modern
semi-constructed ski resort ofSolyrieve where all year round skiing is possible at
200001 on Spain's second highest peak, Veleta. On the skyline the outline of a
giant wooden cow showed me the way. (These imposing black beasts, visible from
miles around, are advertising symbols for sherry and brandy products.)

[ suppose [ could have gone to the road and possibly hitched a lift back to
Granada, but I decided to return to Monachil along the ridge. I t was a long day:
the path disappeared in due course, but the gradient was pleasant and by sunset I
was picking my way in a gentle drizzle through the orange groves just outside the
village, leaving behind a trail oforange peel mingled with a small amount ofguilt.
A lucky lift took me back to the campsite and a welcome bottle of 'vino rosso'
which, at 15p a litre, seemed an excellent reason for emigration.

A few days later and the cow seemed to be suppressing a friendly smile as [
passed by, squinting through the grubby glass of a bus window. Solyrieve
thronged with skiers as I queued for my telecabine ticket in the cold clear air and
furious sunshine.

Tm sorry' - she spoke English with a delightful Spanish accent - 'but we
can only sell you a return ticket.'

'But I only want a single.'
'But you have to come down.'
'But I only want to go up.'
She put her head on one side. 'You can use it another day', she said. I

reluctantly paid out and joined the line, trying to look inconspicuous with
overgaiters and ice axe. My feet weren't big enough to use the pommel tow so I
sheepishly plodded up the piste while bronzed Spaniards used me as a slalom
pole.

It wasn't long before everybody was out of sight and I was left alone with a
spectacular view, a bitterly cold north wind and deep powder snow to contend
with. I was still in the middle of a long recuperation programme, following my
accident; however, there is nothing like deep snow and a heavy rucksack for
strengthening the leg, and I felt I was moving considerably better than a few
months previously.

With snow whipping in my face, the summit of Veleta was easily, if tediously,
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reached. It bears a strong resemblance to Cape Kennedy, containing antennae
and large saturn-rocket shaped protrusions together with an intriguing stone hut
which unfortunately was firmly locked. Four miles to the east the wind beat
strongly against the north face of El i\lulhacen, at 3500m Spain's highest.
Somewhere between, the Refugio Felix Mendex lay snuggling in the small corrie
at the head of the Rio Seco.

Descending from Col Veleta I could ha\·e contoured the slopes below the rocky
ridge, but fearing a\·alanche, opted to descend to the basin and plough across.
My camera was in for repair and for this trip I had borrowed a somewhat large
apparatus which had been causing me nothing but annoyance. Halfway across
the bO\'vl fortune smiled at last and somehow, wrestling with the monster in the
wind, the case was plucked from my grasp and disappeared for ever. Thus
relieved of at least half the weight I was carrying, I proceeded in better humour,
crossing subsidiary ridges and finally regaining the main ridge as my confidence
in snow conditions increased. The crust here was good in parts and I should have
stopped for crampons but pressed on to a col through which I saw, in the hollow
below me, a stone edifice - the hut.

On the map, the hut is shown next to a large tarn and I made a long, struggling,
cursing detour to avoid its probable location, only finding from later consultation
of summer photographs that I had almost certainly walked straight over it.
Meanwhile, a large mound ofsnow in front of the refuge had aroused my curiosity
and as I got nearer I recognised it as an igloo. My heart sank. Why would
anybody build an igloo if it was possible to get in to the hut? '\Veil at least I have
somewhere to spend the night', I thought. Then came the bad news. The
construction was not altogether perfect; in fact the roof had collapsed and the
whole inside was completely filled with snow.

I began snooping around. The hut looked well barred and shuttered, snow
reaching three quarters of the way up the front door. In the last, shortest and
northerly wall I came upon a small door and - yes, the bolt was on the outside.
Opening it, I found myself inside a tiny stone room containing lour bunks - the
winter refuge. Airing my gaiters and sweaty socks in the remaining sunlight I
retired for a 'freeze-dried'. A fine completion to an excellent day.

1pm. So far four cars had arrived in the village and none seemed in any hurry
to leave. I moved myself and belongings to the shadow of the plaza's only tree,
spending the rest of the day following the shadow in a clockwise direction with
diminishing hopes of four-wheel exodus.

The wind was stronger now but the west ridge ofMulhacen reasonably crusted
overnight and responding well to crampons. I was careful reaching the top 
straightforward technically but a big drop on my left. I felt rather remote and had
an idea that no one had been around these parts for weeks. I sat down on an icy
rock after three hours of ellort and surveyed the immaculate clarity, taking some
time to comprehend that the deep blue on the horizon was not sky but the Costa
del Sol.

The easiest way out definitely lay to the south, so I retraced my steps a short
distance down the ridge then tacked left, descending the long snow slopes of the
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south-west face. Despite masses of the usual lotion, reflected sun and vicious
wind had taken its toll. My face felt like a furnace. The old gammy leg was telling
me that for a while at least, it had had enough.

'Come on leg!' I'd shout. (There was nobody around.) 'You've still got a long
way to go yet!' I t was about time I had a good old moan.

I wanted to make a late lunch at the Alto de Chorrillo, a bump ofabout 2590m
in the long south ridge of M ulhacen where the map showed a path descending to
Trevelez, but I stopped beforehand. The ensuing three quarters ofan hour, spent
prostrate munching my way through two packets of excellent frozen chocolate
biscuits, had some benefit. Crossing below the rounded top the ground slipped
away steeply revealing the green grassy sides of the valley and far far below the
dazzling whiteness ofcubist architecture. Clustered boxes with steep and narrow
inter-connecting cobblestone, retained a great deal of their moorish legacy.

The next few hours were purgatory, despite my specially long iceaxe doubling
splendidly as a walking stick. Snow runnels into which I sank to my waist;
patches of nasty steep slush; then steep scree and grass. I never found the
path (if mere was one) bur at half height a pleasing grassy alp provided welcome
rest and the first waterofthe day, soon slipping through the gills with a mixture of
Rise and Shine.

On, on; down, down; scree, grass, thorn, shepherd's huts, cow dung (but still
no path). The noise of people and mules floated towards me, and finally a track
coming from nowhere crossed at right angles. I followed it, easily now, traversing
the river by a man-made ford just above the village and hid below an old ruin
until darkness concealed my bivouac activities.

I needn't have bothered. Next morning I was awakened by the commotion of
half the village excavating the river less than three metres from my feet. It
obviously wasn't providing 'the necessary' to cope with peak period usage, and
routine maintenance was under way. Local 'hombres' stepped to and fro over my
sleeping bag without batting an eyelid. Wandering down through the labyrinth of
narrow thoroughfares and noting the anomaly of muleteers leading their beasts
from out of the front doors of beautifully clean and well kept houses, I finally
reached the plaza and main road at the end of town.

I elected to sleep the night in the plaza (together with the dog) to ensure that
long awaited bus couldn't possibly leave without me. At 2pm on the following
day I reached the hustle and bustle ofdown-town Granada.

By the way- ifyou are ever interested in reversing this trip I can let you have
the return halfof the ski ticket - reduced'
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